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         As one of the best law schools in the world for teaching and research, our students learn from globally recognised legal educators and highly respected professional practitioners. Our internationally-renowned researchers are working to deliver real-world change in Australia and overseas. 
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         Study law
     


                


                
                
                    

                    
                        Whether you wish to embark on a career as a lawyer or whether you're a non-law professional who needs some legal expertise, you will be joining one of the top law schools in the world, with a suite of programs designed to meet your needs.
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         Our research
     


                


                
                
                    

                    
                        Explore our extensive research projects and achievements. Learn more about our centres, institutes and networks. Read one of Australia's most eminent law journals, the Sydney Law Review. 
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         Our people
     


                


                
                
                    

                    
                        Our staff are acclaimed legal educators, world-renowned researchers and venerated practitioners. We also attract the involvement of prominent international scholars and leaders in the judiciary and government.
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         Continuing professional development
     


                


                
                
                    

                    
                        Professional Plus+ is our home for Continuing Professional Development (CPD). We offer an extensive program of postgraduate study, lectures, conferences and seminars.
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                        Expand your professional network and join an outstanding and diverse graduate community, contributing in valuable ways across the globe.
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         $1.5 million in research scholarships
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    Facts & figures


    
     
         
     



    	
            
                1855
            
            
                The year the Law School was established
            
        
	
            
                Top 20
            
            
                university globally (QS World University Rankings 2024)
            
        
	
            
                #1
            
            
                university globally for sustainability (QS World University Rankings 2024)
            
        
	
            
                #16
            
            
                in the world for law (2023 QS World Rankings by Subject)
            
        
	
            
                $500,000+
            
            
                in scholarships available 
            
        
	
            
                World leading research
            
            
                Legal research at the University of Sydney achieved the highest possible rating of 5, or “well above world standard”, in the latest Excellence in Research for Australia Initiative (ERA).
            
        
	
            
                Global partnerships
            
            
                with Harvard, Cambridge, Oxford, Geneva, Renmin & Tsinghua
            
        
	
            
                World Champions
            
            
                World Record Jessup Cup (2021, 2017, 2015, 2011, 2007, 1996)
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            18 March 2024


            

                
                

    
        
        
            
        
        
        
    


                

                
                    
                


            

            


            
                
                
     
         Ground-breaking research informs NSW AI inquiry
     



                
                Sydney Law School researchers have provided evidence on the use of automated decision-making in state and local government sectors in New South Wales (NSW) at the NSW Artificial Intelligence Inquiry. 
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         Professor Fleur Johns appointed as Head of School and Dean of Sydney Law School 
     



                
                Professor Fleur Johns is returning to Sydney Law School, where she started her prestigious academic career. She commences in Semester 1, 2025. Professor Johns is committed to research excellence and educational innovation, and is dedicated to enhancing student experience, learning and well-being.
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            11 March 2024


            

                
                

    
        
        
        
            
        
        
    


                

                
                    
                


            

            


            
                
                
     
         Addressing global food system challenges through public health law
     



                
                From co-founding the Food Governance Conference to the regulation of unhealthy food marketing to children, Associate Professor Belinda Reeve is leading research to explore the role of law, regulation, and policy in creating a healthy and sustainable food system. 
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         Overuse of NDAs in sexual harassment cases in Australian workplaces
     



                
                A new report by Social Justice Practitioners-in-Residence at the University of Sydney Law School finds NDA overuse disadvantages and discriminates against women and calls for major reform from the legal profession.
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            01 March 2024


            

                
                

    
        
        
        
            
        
        
    


                

                
                    
                


            

            


            
                
                
     
         Human Rights leader returns to Sydney Law School as visiting fellow
     



                
                Dr Senthorun Raj, a Sydney Law School alum, has returned to the school as part of the visiting fellows program for 2024. Dr Raj’s return to Sydney and beginning of his fellowship will coincide with the 2024 Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Festival.
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         Law student interns tackling a global public health crisis
     



                
                Sydney Health Law has hosted three law students, presenting an opportunity to engage with a current health law challenge and contribute to international legislation in the Pacific Community. 
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         ADM+S Research Fellow invited to provide evidence to the Federal Parliament
     



                
                On Tuesday 30 January 2024, ADM+S Research Fellow Dr Jose-Miguel Bello y Villarino from the University of Sydney was invited to present evidence to Federal Parliament on the use of generative artificial intelligence (AI) in the Australian education system.
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            25 January 2024


            

                
                

    
        
        
        
            
        
        
    


                

                
                    
                


            

            


            
                
                
     
         Law School awards the 2023 Kim Santow Law and Social Justice Essay Prize
     



                
                Sydney Law School student Libby Newton has been awarded the 2023 Kim Santow Law and Social Justice Essay Prize at the conclusion of the annual Kim Santow Law and Social Justice Panel on 30 November.
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         Is Jokowi paving the way for an Indonesian political dynasty?
     



                
                By installing his son as the Presidential frontrunner's deputy, Joko Widodo may continue to wield power long after he leaves office. Indonesian law expert Professor Simon Butt and his colleague explain how this was engineered in The Conversation. 
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         Sydney Health Law Research Affiliate’s E-cigarettes Proposal Adopted by Commonwealth
     



                
                Sydney Health Law research affiliate Neil Francey’s proposal for an Australian E-cigarettes Commissioner has been adopted by the Commonwealth Parliament in its new flagship legislation, the Public Health (Tobacco and Other Products) Act 2023.
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         Responding to Repression and Strengthening Human Rights Systems | In conversation with Human Rights Watch’s Tirana Hassan
     



                                
                                
     
         Join us as Tirana Hassan, Executive Director at Human Rights Watch, discusses responses to repression and how we can strengthen the human rights system.
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